Notice

12th June, 2015

Attn: B.Tech (CSE, IT) Final Year Students (Batch-2015).

Subject: Recruitment Drive of Pyramid IT Consulting

Pyramid IT Consulting is likely to conduct a recruitment drive for B.Tech (CSE, IT) Final Year students. The details are as follows:

About the company:

Pyramid Consulting provides rewarding career opportunities for Consultants and enables our Clients to become more agile and competitive through the innovative use of technology, people and process. Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Atlanta, GA, Pyramid supports our Client partners around the world, including the United States, Canada, United Kingdom*, European Union* and India* through a combination of local offices and global delivery.

Profile:

- Executive resourcing (Candidates should be open to work in night shifts.)
- To start will be of INR, 2.80 LPA. Post training period salary will be revised to 3.10 LPA.

Selected candidates will need to sign Professional service agreement for 15 months (initial 3 months will be training period).

URL:

www.pyramidci.com

Job Description:

- Candidate will be responsible for staffing new talent for Information Technology requisitions and maintain business relationships with candidates, partners and clients.
- Source profiles, screen and identify qualified IT resources for current and future requirements.
- Negotiate pay rates and other contractual terms with candidates.
- Candidates will be assigned individual targets.
- Maintain good relationships with candidates and increase business opportunities for the company.
- Regular follow up with the respective reporting managers and candidates to ensure timeliness of recruitment process.
- Schedule job interviews and interaction with Account Managers to ensure closure.
- Commission plan will be the same as applicable for recruiter position.
- Will be eligible for annual performance bonus, if any.
- Work closely with Reporting Managers to maximize effectiveness of recruiting process.
- Develop and implement strategic initiatives for recruiting diverse talent in a multi-site organization.

Skills:

- Self-motivated with proven track record and ability to handle multiple tasks.
- Ability to understand company’s value propositions.
- Must be able to effectively negotiate.
- Must be good at data mining and research.
- Knowledge of technology & project roles.
- Excellent interpersonal skills.
- Excellent communication skills both verbal and written.

Notes:

- All interested students are requested to please send the acknowledgement at CRC either physically or through mail on crc@rgbit.edu.in with a subject line registration for the company Pyramid IT Consulting on 16th June 2015 till 1:00 PM.
- Date of interview & venue will be intimated post registration and depending upon number of registrations.
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